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FERODO Brake Grease

Ferodo Brake Grease (FBG001) is a copper free mounting paste based on high 

viscosity silicon oil, containing also pure natural graphite.

Main features: long durability, high damping, rubber compatibility.
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Vibration

Pad dragging 

(Elevated pad & 

disc wear)

Malfunction

(uneven contact)

Squeal & Noise

Purpose of Brake Grease

Brake Grease can help reduce:
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Brake squeal

Friction vibration between pad and rotor

Resonance of sound waves

Amplification effect through other brake parts

Reach audible range of frequency

Squeal

Rotor
Pad

Caliper

Piston
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Grease Applied here

Fixing disc brake squeal 

Ferodo Brake Grease has excellent 

lubricity and high damping 

properties; 

Applying to back side of brake pad, 

can reduce resonance by damping 

effect and cut off the transmission 

of friction vibration from the pad to 

piston by lubrication effect. 

Thus, you can prevent brake noise 

and squeal.
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Ferodo brake grease helps 

the pad slide properly in the 

caliper. This reduces 

residual drag*.

*Under normal conditions, clearance between rotor and pad is less than 0.1mm;

If pads do not retract properly there is friction generated even when the brake is 

not applied. This reduces fuel consumption and increases pad and disc wear.

Grease

Fixing pad dragging 
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- Brake pads are replaced

- Brake system is overhauled

- Vehicle has not been used for a long period

- Frequently riding in mud and dirt (off-road)

When to use Brake Grease

- Squeaking or squealing noises present

- Vibrations can be felt during braking

- Pad wear high for style of riding

Application of Grease is 

recommended when:

Signs Grease is 

needed :
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Brake Grease Application

Back side of pad

Back side of shim

Piston side

Back side of shim

Clipper side

(cylinder body side)
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Caliper guide line

Pad Clip

Brake Grease Application

Pad guide / Abutment 
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Durability

• To evaluate the grease durability, evaporation loss

under 200 ℃ for 500hrs is one of the main conditions,

certified using standard tests.

• Low evaporation loss is a main indication of a high

performance grease.


